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BIOCHEMISTRY - CLUTCH
CH. 2 - WATER
CONCEPT: PROPERTIES OF WATER
●Water (H2O): polar, bent molecule with two ________ covalent bonds & two _____-_______ of electrons.
□ Each H2O forms up to ____ hydrogen bonds with neighboring molecules.
●Abundance & strength of ___________ bonds in water accounts for many of its unique properties:
□ ____ boiling point

□ ____ Heat Capacity

□ ____ density of solid ice (crystal formation)

□ ____ melting point

□ ____ Heat of Vaporization

□ Strong surface tension (cohesion + adhesion)

EXAMPLE:

Solubility
●Solubility: the property of a _________ to be dissolved by a solvent.
●H2O is the biological solvent that interacts with other polar substances & dissolves _________________.
□ Electrolytes: molecules that dissociate to form ions & form dipole-dipole interactions with H2O.
□ ____________ electrolytes have a shell/layer of H2O molecules surrounding them (hydration shell).
●Water has a high ____________ constant.
□ H2O is perfect for dissolving proteins, carbohydrates, & nucleic acids (but not _________).
EXAMPLE:

Water vs. Methane
●Compare H2O to a molecule of similar molecular weight & size, methane (CH4):
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CONCEPT: PROPERTIES OF WATER
PRACTICE: Water stuck to the glass window shield of a car is an example of what?
a) High Surface Tension
b) Adhesion
c) Cohesion
d) High Heat Capacity

PRACTICE: Rank the following compounds according to increasing water solubility:
i)

CH3-CH2-CH2-CH3

ii) CH3-CH2-O-CH2-CH3
iii) CH3-CH2-OH
iv) CH3-OH
a) i < iii < iv < ii
b) i < ii < iv < iii
c) iii < iv < ii < i
d) i < ii < iii < iv
e) None of the above are correct.
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CONCEPT: OSMOSIS
●Diffusion: substance movement from high concentrations to low concentrations of the same substance.
●Osmosis: diffusion of a solvent (usually ________) across a semi-permeable membrane.
□ Osmotic pressure: pressure required to prevent the flow of solvent.
●Osmosis direction depends on the __________ (or the relative concentration of solutes dissolved in the solutions).
□ _______________ solutions have the same solute concentration.
□ _______________ solutions have lower solute concentrations.
□ _______________ solutions have higher solute concentrations.
EXAMPLE: Label the tonicity of the outside solution.
________________
________________
Outside

________________
Outside

Outside
Inside

Inside

Inside

Osmosis Direction
●H2O will move from ______ to ______________ solutions if solutes cannot diffuse across the membrane.
□ Water moves toward the more concentrated solute solution to dilute it until it is _____________.
●Water still moves from higher concentrations of water to lower concentrations of water:
□ Hypotonic solutions: lower solute concentrations but ____________ H2O concentration.
□ Hypertonic solutions: higher solute concentration but ___________ H2O concentration.
EXAMPLE: Direction of Osmosis
Water Flow
Lower [solute]
Higher ________

Higher [solute]
________ [H2O]

Results of Osmosis
●Hyp__tonic environments: cause cells to swell like a hipp__

& potentially lyse (rupture/burst).

□ Cells with ______ __________ do not lyse in hypotonic solutions (membrane expansion prevented).
□ Preferred by plant cells due to increased _________ ___________ (water pressure on cell membrane).
●Hyp____tonic environments: dehydrate cells like a hyper-kid gets dehydrated.
Environment: Hypotonic

Animal Cells

Isotonic

Hypertonic

Environment: Hypotonic

Hyper-kids get
dehydrated.

Isotonic

Hypertonic

Plant
Cells
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CONCEPT: OSMOSIS
PRACTICE: A) What is the tonicity of the outside solution in comparison to the cell?
a) Hypotonic
b) Isotonic
c) Hypertonic
d) electrotonic

B) What direction will the water flow?
a) Inside → Outside
b) Outside → Inside

10%
solute

0.1%
Solut
e

c) Water flows in both directions.
d) No flow of water.

PRACTICE: Plants become turgid when placed in this type of solution:
a) Hypotonic
b) Isotonic
c) Hypertonic
d) Megatonic
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CONCEPT: HYDROPHOBIC EFFECT
●The hydrophobic effect: phenomenon of the exclusion of _____________ substances by water.
□ Hydrophobic (water “fearing”) molecules are insoluble & form a separate phase in water.
□ Critical for _______ folding & the formation of membranes.
● In water, hydrophobic/nonpolar substances ________ to have a strong net affinity for each other, but that is not the case.
EXAMPLE:

Hydrophobic Effect Explained
●Hydrated nonpolar substances: cage-like shell/layer of water molecules around them (hydration shell).
□ Hydration shell H2O cannot participate in normal __________ bonding.
□ H2O in the hydration shell move ________ & form fewer but stronger hydrogen bonds (less stable).
□ Hydration shell H2O have __________ options for orientations in 3D space (more order & less entropy).
●It is thermodynamically __________ for hydration shells to merge when nonpolar molecules clump & reduce surface area.
●Entropy is decreased with clumping, but its largely offset by ____________ entropy of the H2O molecules that break free.
EXAMPLE:
4) H2O molecules that break free
from the shell offset local entropy
decrease with overall increased
entropy of the surroundings.

Water
1) Hydrated nonpolar substance with 2) 2nd nonpolar substance further
more-ordered H2O molecules in the _________ the entropy of system.
__________ shell (lowered
entropy of system).

3) Clumping of nonpolar molecules ____________:

□ surface area
□ # of molecules in the hydration shell
□ local entropy

Protein Folding & Membrane Formation
●Hydrophobic effect: important for protein folding & the formation of membranes.
EXAMPLE: Protein folding.
= Unfolded Protein

Nonpolar R-group

Water =

Membrane formation.
Folded Protein

= Phospholipid

Phospholipid
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CONCEPT: HYDROPHOBIC EFFECT
PRACTICE: Which of the following best explains the hydrophobic effect?
a) Hydrophobic substances have a strong net affinity for each other.
b) Hydrophilic substances increase local entropy upon clumping.
c) Hydrophobic substances clump due to their strong intermolecular forces.
d) Hydrophobic substances increase universal entropy when they clump.

PRACTICE: Which of the following is false concerning H2O molecules in the hydration shell around nonpolar substances?
a) Cannot participate in normal hydrogen bonding.
b) Form stronger hydrogen bonds than free H2O
c) Less ordered & higher entropy than free H2O
d) Less options for orientations in 3D space than free H2O
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CONCEPT: ACIDS AND BASES
Br∅nsted-Lowry Acids & Bases
●Br∅nsted-Lowry Acids: substances capable of __________ a proton (H+).
●Br∅nsted-Lowry Bases: substances capable of ___________ a proton (H+).
●Recall: Conjugate acids & conjugate bases differ from each other, respectively, by a gain or loss of one proton.
EXAMPLE:

_____

_____

Amphiprotic Molecules
●______________ molecules: can act as either a Br∅nsted-Lowry acid or a base depending on conditions.
□ ________ is an amphiprotic molecule.
EXAMPLE:

_____

PRACTICE: Which is the conjugate base of methylamine (CH3NH2)?
a) CH3NHb) CH3NH3+
c) CH2NH2d) CH3NH2OHe) None of the above.
PRACTICE: Consider the reaction & determine which of the following is a conjugate acid-base pair?
a) HC2O4- and H2O

HC2O4-(aq) + H2O(l)

H3O+(aq) + C2O42-(aq)

b) H2O and C2O42c) HC2O4- and H3O+
d) HC2O4- and C2O42Page 8
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CONCEPT: AUTOIONIZATION OF WATER
1) Water Autoionization
●Water tends to slightly autoionize, or react with itself to form ions: __________ cations (H3O+) & _________ anions (OH-).
●The ionization reaction is reversible & takes place _________.
EXAMPLE:
Pure water has a low concentration of
H3O+ & in pure water, the [H3O+] = [OH-].

H2O

H2O

H3O+

OH-

●Free protons, hydrogen ions & H+ are all essentially synonyms.
●H3O+ is commonly simplified to H+, but free protons are ____________ in aqueous systems (they exist as H3O+).
EXAMPLE: Alternative depiction of water ionization.
Acid

Base

2) Ion Constant of Water (Kw)
●Because H+ & OH- participate in many biochemical reactions, their _________________ are relevant.
□ The [H+] & [OH-] can be determined from the equilibrium constant:
● The ____ _______ of water (Kw) is a simple rearrangement of the equilibrium constant & the product of [H+][OH-].
EXAMPLE: Keq & Kw for autoionization of water.

●Kw can differ depending on ____________, but in biological systems, Kw is always assumed to be 1.0 x 10-14 M2.
□ Kw allows us to calculate either [H+] or [OH-] when given the concentration of one of the ions.
PRACTICE: Calculate [H+] in a solution given that [OH-] is 1.0 x 10-10 M.
a)
b)
c)
d)

1.0 x 10-2 M
1.0 x 10-3 M
1.0 x 10-4 M
1.0 x 10-5 M

PRACTICE: Calculate [OH-] in a solution given that [H+] is 1.0 x 10-11.8 M.
a)
b)
c)
d)

1.0 x 10-11.8 M
1.0 x 10-6.8 M
1.0 x 10-4.5 M
1.0 x 10-2.2 M
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CONCEPT: AUTOIONIZATION OF WATER
3) Proton Hopping
●Proton hopping: ________ and _______ ions can diffuse much more rapidly than other ions in aqueous solutions.
□ Protons from a H3O+ or H2O can continuously “hop” to neighboring water molecules or OH- ions.
EXAMPLE: Proton hopping.

PRACTICE: Which of the following ions is likely to diffuse the most rapidly in biological systems?
a) Ca2+
b) OHc) Mg2+
d) Cl-

PRACTICE: The magnitude of Kw indicates that _________________.
a) water autoionizes very slowly.
b) water autoionizes very quickly.
c) water autoionizes to a small extent.
d) water ionizes to a large extent (completely).
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CONCEPT: pH
1) Calculating pH
●Many enzymes & biochemical processes are strongly affected by the ______________ of protons [H +].
●pH: logarithmic measurement of the ____ ion concentration in a solution.
□ pH indirectly measures [OH-].
□ pH is mathematically defined as the __________ logarithm of [H+].

EXAMPLE: Determine the pH of a solution with a [H+] of 0.04 M.
a) pH = 11.2

b) pH = 7.5

c) pH = 3.6

d) pH = 1.4

PRACTICE: Determine the pH of a solution with a [H+] of 2 x 10-5 M.
a) pH = 2.2

b) pH = 4.7

c) pH = 10.9

d) pH = 6.1

2) pH Scale
●The pH scale goes from _____ to _____.
□ ___________ solutions have a pH value of _____ & the [H+] = [OH-].
□ ___________ solutions have pH value of ______ than 7 (pH < 7) & the [H+] > [OH-].
□ ___________ solutions have pH value of ______ than 7 (pH > 7) & the [H+] < [OH-].
EXAMPLE: pH Scale.

Lemon juice

Pure H2O

Bleach

●[H+] or [OH-] _________ than 1 lead to pH values outside the normal 1-14 scale (much harder to measure).
□ Biological solutions typically stay in the normal range of the pH scale.
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CONCEPT: pH
EXAMPLE: Determine the pH of a solution with a [OH-] of 3 x 10-4 M. Is the solution basic, acidic or neutral?
a) pH = 12.9
b) pH = 10.5
c) pH = 5.7
d) pH = 7
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CONCEPT: ACID DISSOCIATION CONSTANT
1) Acid Dissociation Constant (Ka)
●Acid dissociation constant (Ka): is the Keq for an acid’s dissociation & a ____________ measure of the strength of an acid.
□ Also known as the _________ constant since it expresses the tendency of an ion to dissociate from a molecule.
□ The greater the Ka, the __________ the acid.

●________________ Acids: contain multiple acidic H atoms that can dissociate to H+.
□ There is one Ka for each acidic H.
EXAMPLE: Calculate Ka of uric acid (C5H4N4O3) if [C5H4N4O3]eq = 4.07 x 10-3 M & [C5H3N4O3-]eq = 7.27 x 10-4 M.
a) Ka = 9.7 x 10-5

c) Ka = 6.4 x 10-10

b) Ka = 4.2 x 10-8

d) Ka = 1.3 x 10-4

PRACTICE: Calculate Ka of propionic acid (CH3CH2CO2H) if [CH3CH2CO2H]eq = 0.2 M & [CH3CH2CO2-]eq = 1.62 x 10-3 M.
a) Ka = 1.3 x 10-5

c) Ka = 3.9 x 10-12

b) Ka = 7.8 x 10-10

d) Ka = 5.1 x 10-4
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CONCEPT: ACID DISSOCIATION CONSTANT
2) pKa
●Ka values are sometimes inconveniently large/small but can be expressed on a ____________ scale with pK a values.
□ The greater the pKa, the __________ the acid.
EXAMPLE:

PRACTICE: Which of the following is the strongest acid listed?
a) Lactic acid, Ka = 1.38 x 10-4

c) Acetic acid, Ka = 1.76 x 10-5

b) Formic acid, pKa = 3.75

d) Propionic acid, pKa = 4.87
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CONCEPT: HENDERSON-HASSELBALCH EQUATION
1) The Henderson-Hasselbalch Equation
●Strong acids have small pKa & ____________ dissociate, but weak acids do _____ completely dissociate.
□ Calculating pH of strong acid solutions is easy since initial acid concentration equals final [H+] (ex. [HCl]i = [H+]f).
□ Most biological acids are _________ acids.
● The Henderson-Hasselbalch equation: expresses relationship between pH & ______.
□ Used to determine: 1) The final _____ of a weak acid solution after it reaches equilibrium.
2) The ratio of [conjugate base] to [conjugate acid] when given pH.

EXAMPLE: Determine the ratio of [conjugate base] to [conjugate acid] for Aspirin (pK a = 3.4) in the blood (pH = 7.4)?
a) 16,000
b) 10,000
c) 7.9
d) 4,200
PRACTICE: What is the pH of a mixture of 0.02 M sodium formate & 0.0025 M formic acid (pKa = 3.75)?
a) pH = 4.21
b) pH = 1.27
c) pH = 4.65
d) pH = 9.34

PRACTICE: What is the ratio of [CH3COO-] / [CH3COOH] in an acetate buffer at pH = 7? pKa = 4.76.
a) 122.43
b) 173.78
c) 39.84
d) 96.31
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CONCEPT: HENDERSON-HASSELBALCH EQUATION
PRACTICE: Consider 100 mL of a 1M acid solution (pKa = 7.4) at pH = 8. Calculate final pH if 30 mL of 1M HCl is added.
a) pH = 7.4
b) pH = 7.9
c) pH = 7.1
d) pH = 8.2
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CONCEPT: DETERMINING PREDOMINATE SPECIES
●Recall: Henderson-Hasselbalch reveals ratio of [conjugate base] to [conjugate acid].
□ Conjugate ________ and conjugate _________ are different forms/species of a molecule.
●________________ species: the most abundant form of a molecule that exists under specific conditions.
□ ______ of the solution & ______ of the acid dictates the predominate species.
pH vs. pKa
●Comparing solution pH to an acid’s pKa reveals relative [Conjugate _______] & [Conjugate _______].
□ Recall: Conjugate bases are _______________ (1 less H) & Conjugate acids are _______________ (1 more H).
EXAMPLE: Comparing pH & pKa to fill-in the blanks.

PRACTICE: Fill-in the blanks and indicate the predominate species at pH 8.3.
a) Acetic acid.
b) Acetate.

PRACTICE: Consider the following pKa value for pyruvic acid. Which of the following species predominates at pH = 7.4?
a) Conjugate base (CB).
b) Conjugate acid (CA).
c) Neither predominates ([CA] = [CB]).
d) Not enough info to tell.
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CONCEPT: TITRATION
1) Understanding Titrations
●Titration: lab technique that measures pH changes of acid/base solutions & determines _____ values & [weak acids].
□ Solution of _______ concentration (titrant) is gradually added to a solution of unknown concentration (analyte).
□ Titrant continuously added to analyte until _______________ is reached (indicated by color change).
●Titration: used to determine: 1) concentration of acid/base in a solution.
2) pKa of a weak acid.
●Titration curve: plot of titration data with ________ pH on the y-axis & amount of _______ added on the x-axis.
□ Equivalence point (or endpoint): When moles of analyte present ___________ moles of titrant added.
EXAMPLE: Titration of a Strong Acid with a Strong Base.

Equivalence point: [HCl] = [NaOH]

0.2

0.6

1.0

1.2

1.4

1.6

PRACTICE: Which of the following titration curves expresses the titration of a weak acid with a strong base?
a)

b)

c)

d)

2) Titration of Weak Acids
●Inflection point (or midpoint): when ______ of the acid is neutralized the pH = pKa of a weak acid.
□ Recall: When pH = pKa, the [conjugate base] = [conjugate acid].
●Equivalence point does not always equal pH = 7 (it depends on [H+] when a molar equivalent of titrant is added).
EXAMPLE: Titration of a Weak Acid with a Strong Base.

Equivalence point
[Weak Acid] = [NaOH]

Inflection point
pH = pKa
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CONCEPT: TITRATION
PRACTICE: You have an analyte solution of 50 mL of 0.2 M acetic acid (pKa = 4.8). What volume of 0.05 M NaOH titrant
needs to be added to get the final pH = pKa?
a) 20 mL
b) 50 mL
c) 100 mL
d) 150 mL
3) Titration of Polyprotic Weak Acids
●Some acids are _____________ (multiple acidic hydrogens) & have a pKa value for each acidic hydrogen.
●The titration curves for polyprotic acids have __________ inflection & equivalence points (a set for each acidic H).
□ Each inflection point indicates a ______ value of a different acidic hydrogen.
●The Henderson-Hasselbalch equation is helpful to consider during a titration.
EXAMPLE:
pKa = 12.7

If pH = 12.7: [

]=[

]

pKa = 7.2

If pH = 2.2: [

]=[

]

pKa = 2.2

If pH = 7.2: [

]=[

]

PRACTICE: Use the titration curve above. What is the predominate species in the solution of phosphoric acid at pH = 5?
a) H3PO4
b) H2PO4c) HPO4-2
d) PO4-3
PRACTICE: Titration confirms an acetic acid solution to be 0.1 M. Calculate the pH. (acetic acid K a = 1.76 x 10-5 M).
a) 2.1
b) 3.6
c) 2.9
d) 8.3
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CONCEPT: BUFFER SOLUTION
1) Buffers
●Buffer: substance that _________ changes in pH when small/moderate amounts of strong acid/base are added.
EXAMPLE:
1)

2)

3)

*The Henderson-Hasselbalch equation can
be used to __________ buffer solutions.

4)

PRACTICE: A) What volume of 0.1 M acetic acid (pKa = 4.8) is required to make 1 liter of 0.1 M buffer solution at pH = 5.8?
a) 193 mL
b) 91 mL
c) 909 mL
d) 807 mL
B) What volume of 0.1 M sodium acetate is required?
a) 193 mL
b) 91 mL
c) 909 mL
d) 807 mL
2) Effective Buffers
●Weak acids/bases & their _____________ together create effective buffers.
●The effective buffering _________ of a weak acid is centered around the inflection point & the pKa.
□ The effective buffer range is ±___ of the pKa.
EXAMPLE: Effective Buffer Range of Acetic Acid.

Equivalence point
pKa = 4.8
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CONCEPT: BUFFER SOLUTION
PRACTICE: Which of the following compounds would make for the best buffer at pH 8?
a) Acetic acid, pKa = 4.8
b) Tricine, pKa = 8.15
c) Glycine, pKa = 9.9
d) Tris, pKa = 8.3
3) Biological Buffers
●Buffers are critical to life! Living systems use weak acids as buffers & a way to maintain ________________.
□ Some buffers maintain intracellular pH whereas others maintain _____________ pH.
●The ____________ buffer system (HPO4-2 / H2PO4-) maintains intracellular pH.
●The _____________ buffer system maintains extracellular pH.
EXAMPLE:

PRACTICE: MOPS (pKa =7.2) is a weak acid & acts as a buffer. Calculate the ratio of its basic/acidic species at pH = 6.0.
a) 0.098
b) 1.24
c) 0.377
d) 0.063
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